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A BIC ICE MINE, 

it is In Virginia, and is Thought to Be a | 
1elic of the ice Age. 
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Pennies in Hiding, 

There are 110,000,000 old copper pen- 

nies somewhere, Nobody knows what 
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Nature in the Ocean, 
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The Wonderful Mimic Srake. 
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Antiquity of Cotton Cloth. 

Herodotus mentions the making of 
cotton cloth in India 8B, C. 300, While 

pot ne elegant in texture and appear 
ance as that from our modern mills 
vet the ancients had the natoral Hn 
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BREAKING UP A NUISANCE, 
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P Shoe Heels. 

Paper has been adapted to the mann. 
facture of shoe heels. The pulp made 

in the onlipary way in digesters Ia 
mised with alcohol, litharge war amd 
fel glue, and allowed to soak a day 
or two. The pulp is then rolled ints 
shieots, shellac and slaked lime being 
put in. A= this hardens when dry, the 
pulp must be rolled and cut into heels 
before the hardening. These heels are 
more durable than leather, and can be 
furnished at a fraction of the cost of 
thi: asterial American Artisas,  


